Gas exchange in nonperfused dog lungs.
Gas exchange was studied under conditions of zero perfusion both in situ and in vitro. Six dogs, anesthetized with pentobarbital sodium, underwent surgical interruption of both pulmonary and bronchial circulations to the left lung. Despite the absence of perfusion, O2 uptake for the left lung ranged from 0.76 to 0.98 ml/min, whereas CO2 elimination greatly exceeded O2 uptake ranging from 1.68 to 4.34 ml/min. In addition, CO2 output was observed to vary directly with the level of minute ventilation (VE) and inversely with end-tidal CO2 concentration. To investigate the mechanisms responsible for these findings we studied 20 excised, ventilated, but nonperfused dog lungs to evaluate the relative roles of tissue metabolism and transpleural diffusion to gas exchange. The results obtained with these excised lungs under conditions of varying VE and extrapleural gas concentrations indicate that the high respiratory exchange ratios observed in situ can be explained by the greater rate with which CO2 diffuses through the pleura, and that reduced ventilation decreases total gas transfer by decreasing the transpleural partial pressure driving gradient. Our data further document that the concentration of CO2 in alveolar gas may differ significantly from that present in inspired gas under conditions of ventilation-perfusion ratio equal to infinity, and that tissue metabolism as well as transpleural diffusion contribute to gas exchange in nonperfused lung.